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In order to complete the suggested exercises you will need an account at Khan Academy 
(khanacademy.org). It’s free and awesome!  

Focus on the practice sets. The videos I’ve listed are there to help you out if you are really 
struggling. 

 

Sentence Correction 

Click on “Subjects.” Under “Arts and humanities”, find the Grammar Module and open it. 
You should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy 
material is not aligned to the grammar standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is 
a careful selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless 
you’re eager to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Parts of speech: the noun 
a. Introduction to nouns 

i. Introduction to nouns 
ii. Practice: Identifying nouns 

iii. Introduction to singular and plural nouns 
iv. Practice: Plural and singular nouns 

2. Parts of speech: the verb 
a. Introduction to verbs 

i. Introduction to verbs 
ii. Practice: Identifying verbs 

iii. Introduction to agreement 
iv. Practice: Intro to verb agreement 

b. The tenses 
i. Introduction to verb tense 

ii. Practice: Intro to verb tense 
iii. The present tense 
iv. The past tense 
v. The future tense 

c. Verb aspect: simple progressive, and perfect 
i. Introduction to verb aspect 

ii. Simple aspect 
iii. Practice: Simple verb aspect 
iv. Progressive aspect 
v. Practice: Progressive verb aspect 

vi. Perfect aspect 
vii. Practice: Perfect verb aspect 

d. Verb aspect and modal verbs 



i. Perfect progressive aspect 
ii. Practice: Progressive perfect verb aspect 

iii. Practice: Managing time with tense and aspect 
iv. Modal verbs 
v. Practice: Modal verbs 

3. Parts of speech: the pronoun 
a. Introduction to pronouns 

i. What is a pronoun 
ii. Practice: The question word 

iii. Personal pronouns 
iv. Practice: Meet the personal pronoun 

b. Relative pronouns 
i. Relative pronouns 

ii. That versus which 
iii. Who versus whom 
iv. Practice: Relative pronouns 

c. Subject, object, person, and number 
i. Subject and object pronouns 

ii. Practice: Choosing between subject and object pronouns 
iii. Grammatical person and pronouns 
iv. Practice: Pronoun person 
v. Pronoun number 

vi. Practice: Pronoun number 
4. Parts of speech: the modifier 

a. Introduction to adjectives and articles 
i. Intro to adjectives 

ii. Practice: Meet the adjective 
iii. Intro to articles 
iv. Practice: Meet the article 
v. Definite and indefinite articles 

vi. Practice: Choosing between definite and indefinite articles 
b. Introduction to adverbs 

i. Intro to adverbs 
ii. Practice: Meet the adverb 

iii. Practice: Using adverbs and adjectives 
5. Syntax: conventions of standard English 

a. Subject-verb agreement and pronoun-antecedent agreement 
i. Subject-verb agreement 

ii. Practice: Subject-verb agreement 
iii. Pronoun-antecedent agreement 
iv. Practice: Pronoun-antecedent agreement 

b. Dangling modifiers and parallel structure 
i. Dangling modifiers 

ii. Practice: Dangling modifiers 
iii. Parallel structure 
iv. Practice: Parallel structure 



 

Arithmetic 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the Pre-algebra Module and open it. You 
should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material 
is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful 
selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager 
to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

a. Place value 
i. Finding place value 

ii. Practice: Intro to place value 
iii. Writing a number in standard form 
iv. Writing a number in expanded form 
v. Practice: Write numbers in expanded form 

vi. Place value when multiplying and dividing by 10 
vii. Practice: Place value when multiplying and dividing by 10 

b. Rounding whole numbers 
i. Rounding whole numbers to the nearest hundred 

ii. Rounding whole numbers to the nearest thousand 
iii. Rounding whole numbers to the nearest ten 
iv. Practice: Round whole numbers 

c. Order of operations 
i. Intro to order of operations 

ii. Order of operations example 
iii. Worked example: Order of operations (PEMDAS) 
iv. Practice: Order of operations 

d. Distributive property 
i. Distributive property over addition 

ii. Practice: Distributive property of multiplication 
iii. Distributive property over subtraction 
iv. Distributive property exercise examples 
v. Practice: Factor with the distributive property 

2. Factors and Multiples 
a. Divisibility tests 

i. Divisibility tests for 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10 
ii. Practice: Divisibility tests 

b. Factors and Multiples 
i. Finding factors of a number 

ii. Finding factors and nultiples 
iii. Practice: Factor pairs 
iv. Practice: Identify factors and multiples 

c. Prime numbers 
i. Prime numbers 

ii. Recognizing prime and composite numbers 
iii. Practice: Identify prime numbers 



iv. Practice: Identify composite numbers 
d. Least common multiple 

i. Least common multiple 
ii. Least common multiple: repeating factors 

iii. Practice: Least common multiple 
e. Greatest common factor 

i. Greatest common factor examples 
ii. Greatest common factor explained 

iii. Practice: Greatest common factor 
iv. GCF & LCM word problems 
v. Practice: GCF & LCM word problems 

3. Fractions 
a. Comparing fractions 

i. Comparing fractions with > and < symbols 
ii. Comparing fractions with like numerators and denominators 

iii. Practice: Compare fractions with like numerators and denominators 
iv. Comparing fractions 
v. Comparing fractions 2 (unlike denominators) 

vi. Practice: Compare fractions with different numerators and 
denominators 

vii. Comparing and ordering fractions 
viii. Ordering fractions 

ix. Practice: Order fractions 
b. Mixed numbers 

i. Rewriting mixed numbers as improper fractions 
ii. Rewriting improper fractions as mixed numbers 

iii. Practice: Rewrite mixed numbers and improper fractions 
c. Adding and subtracting fractions with unlike denominators 

i. Adding fractions with unlike denominators 
ii. Practice: Add fractions with unlike denominators 

iii. Subtracting fractions with unlike denominators 
iv. Practice: Subtract fractions with unlike denominators 

d. Multiplying whole numbers and fractions 
i. Multiplying fractions and whole numbers visually 

ii. Multiplying fractions and whole numbers 2 
iii. Practice: Multiply fractions and whole numbers 1 
iv. Practice: Multiply fractions and whole numbers 2 

e. Multiplying fractions 
i. Multiply 2 fractions 5/6 x 2/3 

ii. Practice: Multiplying fractions 
f. Dividing unit fractions by whole numbers 

i. Practice: Dividing unit fractions by whole numbers 2 
ii. Practice: Dividing whole numbers by unit fractions 2 

g. Dividing fractions by fractions 
i. Understanding division of fractions 

ii. Dividing fractions 2/5 ÷ 7/3 



iii. Dividing fractions 3/5 ÷ ½ 
iv. Practice: Dividing fractions 

4. Ratios, rates, proportions 
a. Percent, fraction, decimal conversions 

i. Converting decimals to percents: 0.601 
ii. Converting decimals to percents: 1.501 

iii. Practice: Converting decimals to percents 
iv. Converting percents to decimals: 59.2% 
v. Converting percents to decimals: 113.9% 

vi. Practice: Converting percents to decimals 
vii. Converting percents to decimals & fractions example 

viii. Practice: Converting percents and fractions 
b. Percent problems 

i. Finding a percent 
ii. Percent of a whole number 

iii. Identifying percent amount and base 
iv. Practice: Finding percent 

c. Percent word problems 
i. Percent word problem: 100 is what percent of 80 

ii. Percent word problem: 78 is 15% of what number 
iii. Practice: Percent word problems 
iv. Growing by a percentage 
v. Solving percent problems 

vi. Practice: Discount, tax, and tip word problems. 

 

Algebra 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the Pre-algebra Module and open it. You 
should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material 
is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful 
selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager 
to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Exponents, radicals, and scientific notation 
a. Exponents 

i. Intro to exponents 
ii. Practice: Exponents 

iii. The 0 & 1st power 
iv. 1 and -1 to different powers 

b. Square roots 
i. Intro to square roots 

ii. Understanding square roots 
iii. Practice: Square roots 
iv. Simplifying square roots 
v. Practice: Simplifying square roots 



c. Cube roots 
i. Intro to cube roots 

ii. Practice: Cube roots 
iii. Cube root of a non-perfect cube 
iv. Simplifying a cube root 
v. Worked example: Cube root of a negative number 

d. Exponent properties 
i. Exponent properties with products 

ii. Practice: Multiply powers 
iii. Exponent properties with parentheses 
iv. Practice: Powers of powers 
v. Exponent properties with quotients 

vi. Practice: Divide powers 
vii. Practice: Powers of products and quotients (structured practice) 

viii. Practice: Powers of products and quotients 
e. Negative exponents 

i. Negative exponents 
ii. Negative exponent intuition 

iii. Practice: Negative exponents 
iv. Practice: Multiply & divide powers (integer exponents) 
v. Practice: Powers of products and quotients (integer exponents) 

vi. Practice: Properties of exponents challenge (integer exponents) 
f. Scientific notation 

i. Introduction to scientific notation 
ii. Scientific notation examples 

iii. Scientific notation examples (yes there are two videos with the same 
title) 

iv. Scientific notation example (0.00000000003457) 
v. Practice: Scientific notation 

2. Equations, expressions, and inequalities 
a. One-step addition & subtraction equations 

i. One-step addition & subtraction equations 
ii. Practice: One-step addition & subtraction equations 

iii. Practice: One-step addition & subtraction equations: fractions & 
decimals 

b. One-step multiplication & division equations 
i. One-step division equations 

ii. One-step multiplication equations 
iii. Practice: One-step multiplication & division equations 
iv. Practice: One-step multiplication & division equations: fractions & 

decimals 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the Algebra Module and open it. You should 
do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material is not 
aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful selection 



of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager to learn a 
bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Solving basic equations & inequalities (one variable, linear) 
a. Two-step equations intro 

i. Intro to two-step equations 
ii. Worked example: two-step equations 

iii. Practice: Two-step equations 
b. Linear equations with variables on both sides 

i. Intro to equations with variables on both sides 
ii. Equation with variables on both sides: 20 – 7x = 6x – 6 

iii. Practice: equations with variables on both sides 
iv. Practice: equations with variables on both sides (decimals & 

fractions) 
v. Equation with the variable in the denominator 

c. Linear equations with parentheses 
i. Equations with parentheses 

ii. Practice: Equations with parentheses 
iii. Practice: Equations with parentheses (decimals & fractions) 

d. Analyzing the number of solutions to linear equations 
i. Number of solutions to equations 

ii. Worked example: number of solutions to equations 
iii. Practice: Number of solutions to equations 

e. Introduction to inequalities with variables 
i. Testing solutions to inequalities 

ii. Practice: Testing solutions to inequalities 
iii. Plotting inequalities 
iv. Plotting inequality example 
v. Practice: Plotting inequalities 

f. One-step inequalities 
i. One-step inequalities examples 

ii. One-step inequalities” -5c ≤ 15 
iii. One-step inequality involving addition 
iv. Practice: One-step inequalities 

g. Two-step inequalities 
i. Two-step inequalities 

ii. Practice: Two-step inequalities 
h. Multi-step inequalities 

i. Inequalities with variables on both sides 
ii. Inequalities with variables on both sides (with parentheses) 

iii. Multi-step inequalities 
iv. Practice: Multi-step linear inequalities 

i. Compound inequalities 
i. Compound inequalities: OR 

ii. Compound inequalities: AND 
iii. Practice: Compound inequalities 



2. Systems of equations 
a. Introduction to systems of equations 

i. Systems of equations: trolls, tolls (1 of 2) 
ii. Testing a solution to a system of equations 

iii. Practice: Solutions to systems of equations 
b. Equivalent systems of equations and the elimination method 

i. Systems of equations with elimination: King’s cupcakes 
ii. Systems of equations with elimination: (𝑥 − 4𝑦 = 18) & (−𝑥 + 3𝑦 =

11) 
iii. Practice: Systems of equations with elimination 
iv. Systems of equations with elimination: potato chips 
v. Systems of equations with elimination (and manipulation) 

vi. Practice: Systems of equations with elimination challenge 
vii. Why can we subtract one equation from the other in a system of 

equations? 
viii. Worked example: equivalent systems of equations 

ix. Practice: Equivalent systems of equations 
c. Solving systems of equations with substitution 

i. Systems of equations with substitution: (potato chips) 
ii. Systems of equations with substitution: (−3𝑥 − 4𝑦 = 2) & (𝑦 = 2𝑥 −

5) 
iii. Practice: Systems of equations with substitution 

d. Number of solutions to a system of equations 
i. Systems of equations number of solutions: fruit prices (1 of 2) 

ii. Systems of equations number of solutions: fruit prices (2 of 2) 
iii. Number of solutions to a system of equations algebraically 
iv. Practice: Number of solutions to a system of equations algebraically 

e. Solving any system of linear equations 
i. Practice: Linear systems of equations capstone 

3. Absolute value equations, functions, & inequalities 
a. Solving absolute value equations 

i. Worked example: absolute value equation with two solutions 
ii. Worked example: absolute value equation with one solution 

iii. Worked example: absolute value equation with no solution 
iv. Practice: Solve absolute value equations 

b. Solving absolute value inequalities (no practice problems here, but I 
recommend the videos – this isn’t a trivial concept) 

i. Intro to absolute value inequalities 
ii. Solving absolute value inequalities 1 

iii. Solving absolute value inequalities 2 
iv. Solving absolute value inequalities: no solution 

4. Quadratic equations and functions 
a. Solving quadratic equations by taking square root 

i. Solving quadratics by taking square roots 
ii. Solving quadratics by taking square roots examples 

iii. Practice: Solving quadratics by taking square roots 



b. Solving quadratics equations by factoring and using structure 
i. Solving quadratics by factoring 

ii. Practice: Solve quadratic equations by factoring: leading coefficient = 
1 

5. Polynomial expressions, equations, & functions 
a. Multiplying binomials (i.e. FOIL) 

i. Multiplying binomials 
ii. Practice: Multiplying binomials 

b. Special products of binomials 
i. Special products of the form (𝑥 + 𝑎)(𝑥 − 𝑎) 

ii. Squaring binomials of the form (𝑥 + 𝑎)2 
iii. Practice: Special products of binomials 
iv. Special products of the form (𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏)(𝑎𝑥 − 𝑏) 
v. Squaring binomials of the form (𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏)2 

vi. Special products of binomials: two variables 
vii. More examples of special products 

viii. Practice: Special products of binomials 
c. Factoring quadratics: Difference of squares 

i. Factoring difference of squares: leading coefficient ≠ 1 
ii. Factoring difference of squares: shared factors 

iii. Practice: Factor difference of squares 
d. Factoring quadratics: Perfects squares 

i. Factoring perfect squares 
ii. Identifying perfect square form 

iii. Factoring perfect squares: common factor 
iv. Factoring perfect squares: shared factors 
v. Practice: Factor special products (basic) 

vi. Practice: Factor perfect squares 
6. Exponential and logarithmic functions 

a. Solving exponential equations using properties of exponents 
i. Solving exponential equations using exponent properties 

ii. Practice: Solve exponential equations using exponent properties 
7. Radical equations & functions 

a. Solving square roots equations 
i. Intro to square-root equations & extraneous solutions 

ii. Solving square-root equations (basic) 
iii. Practice: Solving square-root equations (basic) 
iv. Solving square-root equations: one solution 
v. Solving square-root equations: two solutions 

vi. Solving square-root equations: no solution 
vii. Practice: Solve square-root equations 

 

Geometry 



Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the Algebra Module and open it. You should 
do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material is not 
aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful selection 
of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager to learn a 
bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Linear equations, functions & graphs 
a. Two-variable linear equations intro 

i. Two-variable linear equations intro 
ii. Solutions to 2-variable linear equations 

iii. Worked example: solutions to 2-variable equations 
iv. Practice: Solutions to 2-variable equations 

b. x-intercepts and y-intercepts 
i. Intro to intercepts 

ii. x-intercept of a line 
iii. Practice: intercepts from a graph 
iv. Intercepts from an equation 
v. Practice: intercepts from an equation 

c. Slope 
i. Intro to slope 

ii. Positive and negative slope 
iii. Worked example: slope from a graph 
iv. Practice: Slope from a graph 
v. Worked example: slope from two points 

vi. Practice: Slope from two points 
d. Horizontal & vertical lines 

i. Slope of a horizontal line 
ii. Practice: Horizontal & vertical lines 

e. Intro to slope-intercept form 
i. Intro to slope intercept form 

ii. Practice: Slope-intercept intro 
f. Graphing slope-intercept equations 

i. Graph from slope-intercept equation 
ii. Practice: Graph from slope-intercept equation 

g. Writing slope-intercept equations 
i. Slope-intercept equation from graph 

ii. Practice: Slope-intercept equation from graph 
iii. Slope-intercept equation from slope and point 
iv. Slope-intercept equation from two points 
v. Practice: Slope-intercept equation from two points 

h. Standard form 
i. Intro to linear equations in standard form 

ii. Graphing a linear equation 5𝑥 + 2𝑦 = 20 
iii. Practice: Graph from linear standard form 



Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the 6th Grade Module and open it. You 
should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material 
is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful 
selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager 
to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Geometry 
a. Areas of parallelograms 

i. Area of parallelograms intuition 
ii. Practice: Area of parallelograms 

iii. Practice: Find missing length when given area of a parallelogram 
b. Areas of triangles 

i. Area of triangles intuition 
ii. Practice: Find the base and height on a triangle 

iii. Practice: Area of right triangles 
iv. Practice: Find missing length when given area of a triangle 

c. Area of trapezoids & composite figures 
i. Area of trapezoids 

ii. Practice: Area of trapezoids 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the 7th Grade Module and open it. You 
should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material 
is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful 
selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager 
to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Geometry 
a. Area and circumference of circles 

i. Radius, diameter, circumference, & 𝜋 
ii. Practice: Radius, diameter, & circumference 

iii. Radius & diameter from circumference 
iv. Practice: Radius & diameter from circumference 
v. Area of a circle 

vi. Practice: Area of a circle 
vii. Practice: Area and circumference of parts of a circle 

b. Area and circumference challenge problems 
i. Circumference of a circle 

ii. Area of a shaded region 
iii. Impact of increasing the radius 
iv. Practice: Area and circumference of circles challenge 
v. Practice: Shaded areas 

c. Vertical, complementary, and supplementary angles 
i. Intro to vertical angles 

ii. Practice: Vertical angles 
d. Missing angle problems 

i. Practice: Finding missing angles 
ii. Find measure of vertical angles 



iii. Practice: Unknown angle problems (with algebra) 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the 8th Grade Module and open it. You 
should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material 
is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful 
selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager 
to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Geometry 
a. Angles between intersecting lines 

i. Angles, parallel lines, & transversals 
ii. Parallel & perpendicular lines 

iii. Missing angles with a transversal 
iv. Practice: Parallel lines 
v. Measure of a angles formed by a transversal 

vi. Practice: Equation practice with congruent angles 
vii. Practice: Finding angle measure 1 

b. Triangle angles 
i. Triangle angle example 

ii. Practice: Find angles in a triangle 
iii. Practice: Find angles in an isosceles triangle 

c. The Pythagorean theorem 
i. Intro to the Pythagorean theorem 1 

ii. Intro to the Pythagorean theorem 2 
iii. Pythagorean theorem example 
iv. Pythagorean theorem word problem: carpet 
v. Pythagorean theorem word problem: fishing boat 

vi. Practice: Pythagorean theorem 
vii. Practice: Pythagorean theorem word problems 

viii. Pythagorean theorem in 3D 
ix. Practice: Pythagorean theorem in 3D 
x. Distance formula 

xi. Practice: Distance between two points 
d. Volume: 

i. Cylinder volume & surface area 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the Geometry Module and open it. You 
should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material 
is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful 
selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager 
to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Shapes 
a. Angles with polygons 

i. Sum of interior angles of a polygon 
ii. Sum of exterior angles of a polygon 

iii. Practice: Angles of a polygon 



2. Triangles 
a. Triangle inequality theorem 

i. Triangle inequality theorem 
ii. Practice: Triangle inequality theorem 

3. Trigonometry 
a. Special right triangles 

i. Special right triangles intro (part 1) 
ii. Special right triangles intro (part 2) 

iii. 30-60-90 triangle example problem 
iv. Practice: Special right triangles 

 

Sequences, Statistics, Counting and Probablilty 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the Algebra Module and open it. You should 
do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material is not 
aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful selection 
of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager to learn a 
bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Sequences 
a. Introduction to arithmetic sequences 

i. Sequences intro 
ii. Intro to arithmetic sequences 

iii. Extending arithmetic sequences 
iv. Practice: Extend arithmetic sequences 
v. Using arithmetic sequences formulas 

vi. Practice: Using arithmetic sequences formulas 
b. Introduction to geometric sequences 

i. Intro to geometric sequences 
ii. Extending geometric sequences 

iii. Practice: Extend geometric sequences 

 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the High School Module and select Algebra 
II. You should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy 
material is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a 
careful selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless 
you’re eager to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Sequences and series 
a. Basic sigma notation 

i. Sigma notation for sums 
ii. Practice: Sigma notation 

b. Finite arithmetic series 
i. Arithmetic series intro 



ii. Worked example: arithmetic series (sigma notation) 
iii. Worked example: arithmetic series (sum expression) 
iv. Practice: Arithmetic series 

 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the 6th grade module and open it. You 
should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan Academy material 
is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see here is a careful 
selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list unless you’re eager 
to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Data and Statistics 
a. Mean and median 

i. Statistics intro: Mean, median, & mode 
ii. Mean median, & mode example 

iii. Practice: Calculating the mean 
iv. Practice: Calculating the median 
v. Practice: Calculating the mean: data displays 

vi. Practice: Calculating the median: data displays 
b. Mean and median challenge problems 

i. Missing value given the mean 
ii. Practice: Missing value given the mean 

iii. Median & range puzzles 
iv. Practice: Median & range puzzles 

 

Click on “Subjects.” Under Math by subject, find the Statistics and Probability Module and 
open it. You should do the following to prepare for the class. Keep in mind that Khan 
Academy material is not aligned to the math standards tested on the GMAT. What you see 
here is a careful selection of on the things you NEED to know. Do not stray from the list 
unless you’re eager to learn a bunch of stuff you don’t need to know. 

1. Probability 
a. Basic theoretical probability 

i. Intro to theoretical probability 
ii. Simple probability: yellow marble 

iii. Simple probability: non-blue marble 
iv. Practice: Simple probability 
v. Intuitive sense of probabilities 

vi. Practice: Comparing probabilities 
b. Probability using sample spaces 

i. Probability with counting outcomes 
ii. Example: All the ways you can flip a coint 

iii. Die rolling probability 
iv. Subsets of sample spaces 
v. Practice: Subsets of sample spaces 



c. Addition rule for probability 
i. Probability with venn diagrams 

ii. Addition rule for probability 
iii. Practice: Adding probabilities 

d. Multiplication rule for independent events 
i. Sample spaces for compound events 

ii. Practice: Sample spaces for compound events 
iii. Compound probability of independent events 
iv. Probability of a compound event 
v. Coin flipping probability 

vi. Free-throw probability 
vii. Three-pointer vs free-throw probability 

viii. Probability with equally likely events 
ix. Independent events example: test taking 
x. Die rolling probability with independent events 

xi. Practice: Independent probability 
xii. Practice: Probability of compound events 

e. Counting principle and factorial 
i. Count outcomes using tree diagrams 

ii. Counting outcomes: flower pots 
iii. Getting exactly two heads (combinatorics) 
iv. Practice: The counting principle 

f. Permutations 
i. Permutations formula 

ii. Zero factorial or 0! 
iii. Factorial and counting seat arrangements 
iv. Possible three letter words 
v. Ways to arrange colors 

vi. Ways to pick officers 
vii. Practice: Permutations 

g. Combinations 
i. Intro to combinations 

ii. Combinations formula 
iii. Handshaking combinations 
iv. Combination example: 9 card hand 
v. Practice: Combinations 

vi. Practice: Permutations and combinations 
h. Combinatorics and probability 

i. Probability using combinations 
ii. Probability & combinations (2 of 2) 

iii. Example: Different ways to pick officers 
iv. Example: Combinatorics and probability 
v. Exactly three heads in five flips 

vi. Practice: Probability with permutations and combinations 

 



 

 

 


